BRAIN SURGERY BOOSTS SPIRITUALITY Lose a tumour, gain self-transcendence.
The trend of more reads at lower cost will continue. Last month, industry heavyweight Illumina of San Diego, California, promised to unveil a second-generation machine capable of sequencing a whole human genome for $10,000 over eight days. Its major competitor, Life Technologies of Carlsbad, California, has promised to upgrade its existing system to sequence a human genome for $3,000.
But this fast, cheap sequencing comes with the challenge of storing, processing and analysing large amounts of data, mostly in the form of myriad short-sequence fragments. "The constant trajectory upwards is great for labs like ours, but the companies may be leaving people behind who don't want to generate a billion reads," says Elaine Mardis, co-director of the genome-sequencing centre at Washington University in St Louis, Missouri.
That's the apparent motivation behind Illumina's announcement that it will begin selling a 'lite' version of its existing platform -one that costs less and delivers fewer data per run -this quarter.
Other companies, including Oxford Nanopore Technologies in Oxford, UK, and Life Technologies, are at work on 'thirdgeneration' technologies, which read out long, continuous stretches of DNA as it is being sequenced. Pacific Biosciences of Menlo Park, California, will start shipping its first such machines later this year. The company is positioning its machine as one that can tackle problems that are difficult to address with existing technologies, such as rapidly sequencing microbes.
For instance, at the Florida meeting, Eric Schadt, Pacific Biosciences's chief scientific officer, will present data from multiple strains of a hydrogen-producing bacterium, Rhodopseudomonas palustris, that the company sequenced in collaboration with Caroline Harwood, a microbiologist at the University of Washington in Seattle. The goal: to unravel the genes underpinning how different strains produce different amounts of hydrogen, so that the bacterium might be engineered to produce more of the gas.
Hugh Martin, chief executive for Pacific Biosciences, adds that sequencing diseasecausing pathogens quickly would allow scientists to diagnose an infection or track its evolution. And reading long sequences of DNA would help scientists to assemble the DNA of plants or pests, whose genomes can be complex or only distantly related to those of other organisms that have already been sequenced. "We think these areas will benefit from the advent of third-generation sequencing," Martin says.
Companies are also trying to broaden their customer base by making the data easier to manage, for instance, by allowing their customers to use cloud computingcomputational power distributed over the Internet -to analyse data generated locally. 
